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Elliot took a pen from his daughter’s pen holder, and signed his name under the blank 
sheet of paper. 

After signing the name, he handed the paper back to his daughter: “Layla, what 
happened? Your teacher didn’t tell me.” 

 

“I told the teacher not to tell you.” Layla held the signed paper on the desk Before sitting 
down, he was gloomy, “The teacher asked me to write a review letter.” 

Elliot was shocked, and immediately took a bench to sit next to his daughter, and asked 
in a low voice, “Why do you want to write a review? What did you do wrong?” 

Elliot didn’t believe that his daughter would make a big mistake, but if Layla didn’t make 
a big mistake, the teacher wouldn’t let Layla write a review. 

“There’s a nasty boy in our class who always follows me like a follower. I was so angry 
that he wanted to follow me to the bathroom today, so I beat him up.” Layla said, her 
voice changing. “His parents came to school and were very angry. They asked me to 
apologize to that annoying guy, but I didn’t want to, so the teacher asked me to write a 
review.” 

Elliot immediately took his daughter’s hand and looked at it carefully: “Baby, Are you not 
injured?” 

Layla blushed in embarrassment, and retracted her little hand: “I beat him with a stick.” 

Elliot: “…” 

No wonder the boy’s parents insisted on Layla’s apology. 

It seems that Layla injured the boy. 

“Then you should listen to the teacher and write a review!” Elliot said, “If you don’t want 
your mother to know, I won’t tell her.” 

“Don’t tell her, I don’t want her to know about such a shameful thing.” Layla looked 
nervous. 

Elliot: “Yeah. Dad will help you keep it a secret.” 

Layla’s eyes fell on the white paper, she bit the pen, and said distressedly: “Dad, I can’t 
write a review book… can you help me write it?” 



Elliot: “……” 

He also did not write a review letter. 

From childhood to adulthood, he has been well protected by the Foster family 
bodyguards, and he has always been excellent in his studies, so he never had the 
opportunity to write a self-criticism. 

But since his daughter made this request, he could only bite the bullet and agree. 

“Dad wrote it to you on the draft, and then you transcribe it into this review.” Elliot said. 

Layla opened her eyes wide: “Just learn my handwriting! I don’t want to write a review, 
and I don’t want to transcribe it.” 

Layla said, handing him the paper and pen. 

“The review book is for the teacher, even if the teacher knows that you wrote it, it’s fine!” 

Elliot couldn’t refute. 

Half an hour later, Elliot helped his daughter complete the review and led her 
downstairs. 

Avery saw that the father and daughter were holding hands, and the daughter smiled 
brilliantly, so she asked, “Layla, what did your father tell you, you are so happy?” 

“The homework is a bit difficult today, and my father taught me to do my homework. 
“Layla gave a random reason. 

Avery doubted him: “your brother will be back later today. Let’s eat first, without waiting 
for him.” 

The next day. 

Avery arrived in Aryadelle with a nutrition bag ordered from abroad at a high price and 
was transported to the third hospital. 

Elliot was shocked when he saw this device called a nutrition bag. 

It is composed of various sophisticated medical instruments connected to a large 
transparent bag. 

“When is the surgery?” Elliot asked. 
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“Half a month!” Avery explained, “These instruments are delivered now, but we won’t 
use them. The doctor who invented this machine will be free to teach us how to use it in 
a week. 

“Isn’t it too late?” Elliot raised concerns, “When the child is older, will the operation 
become more difficult and risky?” 

 

“She just got pregnant. In half a month, the child won’t be very big.” Avery said, “Don’t 
worry, with Wesley and me, we will try our best to ensure Shea’s safety.” 

“I trust you.” Elliot calmed down, “If the child can grow up smoothly, it will be even 
better.” 

Avery was listening to what Elliot said, she said: “Elliot, you still like children very much. 
Although you look very scary when you force Shea to have an abortion. Just like when I 
was pregnant, you had to force me to abort the child. You did not like children, but I am 
afraid that my hidden disease will be passed on to them.” 

Elliot said, “When we first met, even if it wasn’t because of the hidden disease, I didn’t 
like children very much. I like children because I fell in love with you first. If you have 
feelings for you, you will have feelings for our children.” 

Avery looked into his eyes and felt that he was talking nonsense. 

He also has feelings for Rebecca’s child now, is it because he also has feelings for 
Rebecca? ! 

Avery could not accept the result. 

“You may not be able to understand your own feelings.” Avery said coldly and walked 
towards the delivery worker. 

Elliot repeated her words in his mind several times. 

At the same time, she recalled the expression on her face when she said this. 

–She was angry. 

But Elliot didn’t think there was anything wrong with what he just said. 

It is true that he first fell , and then he fell in love with children. 

After Avery paid the workers, the workers left. 



“Avery, Dr. Simon sent an assembly instruction video.” Wesley showed Avery the video 
he received. 

Avery glanced at it and said, “He sent it to me yesterday. But I haven’t had time to look 
at it. After all, I haven’t seen the real thing, so it’s no use watching the video.” 

“Well.” 

Avery said, “Don’t you have your own job? You go to your work first. I’ll watch the video 
to see if I can pretend. I’m fine if I don’t go to work. Shea’s matter is the most important 
now.” 

“I’ve already asked for a good leave.” Wesley Saying that, he looked at Elliot, “Go to 
work! Shea will rest at home for a while. When Avery and I make progress, Avery will 
tell you at any time.” 

Elliot’s eyes always fell on Avery. he doesn’t understand why she gave a face just now. 

“Avery, send me off!” Elliot said. 

Avery responded, walked towards him, and sent him out of the hospital. 

“Avery, aren’t you too happy?” Elliot looked at her profile and wondered, “I did fall in 
love with you first before I like our children.” 

Avery clenched her fists. 

If Elliot didn’t repeat this sentence, her anger might subside after a while. 

–Is it necessary to say it again to poke her heart? 

“Okay, I get it. You fall in love with your child’s mother first before you fall in love with 
her child.” Avery spoke quickly, obviously unhappy. 

Elliot quickly understood the reason for her anger from her words. He wanted to explain 
that even if he liked Haze, he would never like Rebecca. 

But in this way, wouldn’t it overturn what he said earlier? 

He simply shut up, so as not to say more and more wrong. 

“I’m here, you go back to the ward!” Elliot immediately went to the parking lot. 

“Hmm.” Avery turned and walked away. 



She was disappointed. She knew that Elliot had understood why she was not very 
happy, but he didn’t bring it up, nor did he explain it. 

Because Elliot could promise her as before that he didn’t want that child. 

Back in the ward where the equipment was stored, Wesley saw that her face was not 
very good, and immediately walked in front of her. 
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Before he could ask, Avery quickly adjusted her mood. 

“Let’s get to work! Instead of waiting for Dr. Simon to come over, let’s try it out 
ourselves.” 

 

“Okay.” 

Elliot returned to the company, but his heart still couldn’t calm down. He secretly sees 
Haze’s photos every day. He didn’t go to Yonroeville to find Haze, but he couldn’t let 
this daughter go in his heart. 

Because this child was so similar to Layla. He felt that he was sorry for Avery, and also 
for the child. 

But what is certain is that as long as there is no change on the child’s side, he will fulfill 
his promise to Avery. 

In the Afternoon. 

Shea came to the hospital. 

“Avery, will my baby grow up here?” Shea squatted in front of the nutrition bag, staring 
at the transparent bag without blinking. 

Avery: “Well. Then we can see its daily changes and growth.” 

Shea nodded and said in a loss: “I really hope it can be healthy and healthy like 
Wesley.” 

“It will definitely be.” Avery knew What is she worried about, “Shea, you have to relax. 
The child is important, but you are more important.” 

Shea showed a sweet smile and nodded: “Avery, I will listen to you.” 



“When the time comes The operation may be a little painful. Wesley told me that you 
are afraid of pain, so after we discussed it, we decided to give you anesthesia at that 
time.” Avery helped her to sit next to her, “Don’t squat for a long time now.” 

Shea: “Yeah. Wesley scared me the day before yesterday, saying that having a baby 
hurts and hurts. I said that I’m not afraid, but I’m really afraid in my heart.” 

“You don’t have to be afraid now. Even if you gave birth yourself, there is still 
anesthesia, so it won’t hurt too much.” Avery said the word ‘anesthetic’ and immediately 
thought of Xander. 

Xander gave her one more anaesthetic, and she never forgot. 

It’s a pity that people can’t be resurrected from the dead, and she’s afraid that she will 
never be able to solve this mystery. 

Ten days later, Dr. Simon came to the Third Hospital. 

He first checked the equipment assembled by Avery and the team. After confirming that 
there is nothing wrong, Shea’s surgery is on the agenda. 

During Shea’s surgery, Wesley accompanied her in the operating room. 

Avery and Elliot were waiting outside the operating room. 

Avery took Elliot and sat down on the bench. 

Their relationship had been lukewarm these past few days. His company was very 
busy, and she was also very busy at the hospital, so there was not much 
communication. 

But the thorn in Avery’s heart never disappeared. 

“Elliot, you should have met Haze, right?” Avery said, breaking the silence. 

Elliot heard her say Haze’s name, and his heart skipped a beat. 

The two of them never talked about Haze directly. 

But now that Avery took the initiative to mention it, Elliot could only answer truthfully: 
“Well. I have seen the photo.” 

Avery: “Oh… Rebecca sent it to you?” 

Elliot: “No. She sent it to Ben Schaffer, and Ben Schaffer gave it to me for Look.” 



“Well…show me.” Avery held out her hand to him. 

Elliot was startled for a moment, then took out his phone, opened the photo album, and 
put the phone in her palm. 

He saved a photo of Haze in his mobile phone. 

Haze in this photo, with bright eyes, looks not only like Layla, but even a bit like Robert. 

He deleted the photo once and later restored it from the recycle bin. 
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Avery looked at the baby photos in his mobile phone, as if someone had taken away his 
soul. 

The moment she saw Haze’s photo, she almost screamed uncontrollably: Isn’t this 
Layla? 

 

“Avery, she looks a lot like Layla.” Elliot saw her with a startled expression, and said, “I 
kept her photos on my phone for this reason.” 

She took a deep breath and put his phone back to him. 

There were so many things she wanted to say to him, but now she couldn’t say a word. 

She understood why Elliot had feelings for this child. After she saw the picture of the 
child, she was stunned. 

She walked quickly towards the bathroom, and Elliot followed her with strides. 

About half an hour later, Shea’s surgery was over and she was transferred to the VIP 
ward. 

Wesley saw Elliot in the ward, so he said, “Shea’s anesthesia will take a while to wake 
up. You watch her here. If she wakes up, call the doctor immediately. I’ll go to the 
laboratory first.” 

” Well.” After Elliot responded, he hesitated for a moment, and finally said, “Wesley, 
Avery saw Haze’s photo.” 

Wesley frowned: “You showed her?” 



“No, it was her. I took the initiative to see it.” Elliot felt a pain in his head, “After seeing 
the photo, she was stimulated. But now she refuses to talk to me about this topic.” 

“What do you want me to do when you tell me?” Wesley I already knew that Avery was 
unhappy because of this. 

“I’m telling you, I don’t want you to help me.” His Adam’s apple rolled up and down, and 
he said hard, “Avery doesn’t want to listen to me, so please comfort her!” 

“You don’t need to say it, I will naturally do it. “After Wesley finished speaking, he left 
the ward. 

Laboratory. 

After the embryo was moved into the nutrition bag, Wesley patted Avery on the 
shoulder. 

Wesley: “Let’s talk alone.” 

“What are we talking about?” Avery followed him out of the laboratory even though he 
asked. 

The two came out of the laboratory and took off their masks. 

“Elliot said you saw the photo of Haze.” Wesley asked, “Why did you take the initiative 
to look at the picture of that child.” 

“No, I just wanted to see it.” Avery lowered her head, “I didn’t expect it to be more 
uncomfortable. That Child, looks like Layla. Elliot loves Layla very much, so he naturally 
has feelings for that child.” 

Wesley frowned, “If you keep thinking this way, you will never come out.” 

“Brother Wesley, I don’t want to make any decisions for the time being. I’m too 
confused. Let’s talk about other things after you and Shea’s children have stabilized!” 
Avery put on her mask again, “Dr. Simon will only stay here for three days, let’s go first! 
Let’s see what needs to be paid attention to in the future.” 

In the evening. 

Elliot came to the hospital after get off work and planned to take Avery home. 

Wesley came out of the laboratory and walked in front of him: “She went home in the 
afternoon and brought the daily necessities. She said that she would be here for the 
week first.” 



Elliot frowned, “What do you mean? Is there any other than that? She, is there no one 
else to watch here? Is she running away from me on purpose?” 

“Well. She said she wanted to be quiet. Since you know she was running away from you 
on purpose, you should go back first. In a week, I will definitely persuade her. She will 
go home.” Wesley sent him out. 

“Wesley, tell me the truth, doesn’t she want to be with me?” Elliot’s face was ashen, and 
his voice was cold. 

Wesley shook his head: “If she didn’t want to live with you, she would have torn her face 
with you long ago, instead of being patient again and again. She is in so much pain 
today because Rebecca’s child looks like Layla. She saw Photos, she herself has 
softened.” 

After Elliot heard his words, his heart was even more painful. 
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“Go back! I won’t send you away.” After Wesley left these words, he returned to the 
laboratory. 

A week passed in a blink of an eye. 

 

The door of the laboratory was pushed open, and Avery came out. 

Wesley took her luggage and followed behind her. 

Elliot stood outside the door and saw her coming out, he immediately strode in front of 
her, stretched out his long arms, and took her luggage from Wesley. 

“How is the child?” Elliot asked Avery. 

“Everything is normal now.” Avery’s tone was calm. 

There seemed to be no estrangement between the two. 

Elliot carried her luggage with one hand and her hand with the other, and took her out of 
the hospital. 

On the way home, Elliot looked at her secretly several times. 

“What do you see me doing? Say what you want to say.” Avery broke the deadlock. 



“Avery, I’m sorry.” Elliot pondered for a moment, and then said, “I thought about it for a 
long time, but I couldn’t figure out why that child looked like Layla. I looked at her 
photos, and I was often in a trance, always thinking that the child might be me and my 
wife. If I show any affection for that child, it’s because of you and Layla, not Rebecca.” 

“Yeah.” Avery replied softly, “I’ve been thinking about this for the past few days too. We 
won’t have a good outcome if we continue to struggle like this. So…” 

His heartstrings tightened, waiting for her next words. 

“If you want to go to Yonroeville to see that child, go! Elliot, I won’t stop you, but in the 
future, I don’t want to hear anything about that child. You avoid me, okay?” Avery make 
a compromise. 

‘Hiss’ sound! The car braked suddenly, rubbing on the ground, making a high-pitched 
sound. 

Avery held the seat belt tightly with both hands. After the car stopped, she looked at the 
man in the driver’s seat in shock. 

“Avery, I promised you that I would not go to Yonroeville! Even if I feel pity for that child, 
I will never break my promise to you.” Unless the child is in danger. 

But he didn’t say that. 

Because he believed that Rebecca would not hurt that child. 

Avery looked at Elliot’s thin face, her deep eyes, and some self-sacrificing heart, and 
was comforted at this moment. 

“I have already warned Ben Schaffer not to send me information and photos of Rebecca 
and Haze in the future.” He had a hard time this week. 

Avery didn’t go home. Elliot finished work every day and left work early to take care of 
the children. 

After coaxing the children to sleep, Elliot went back to the room and took a shower, tired 
and sleepy, but he couldn’t sleep. 

“I can’t let you be wronged again because of this.” Elliot said hoarsely, “Avery, I don’t 
want to say sorry to you again, so I will never do anything wrong to you again.” 

Avery’s nose was sour, The grievances and estrangements in her heart disappeared in 
an instant. 



Back home, Avery went back to the room to take a shower, put on clean home clothes, 
and went downstairs. 

Mrs. Cooper prepared a sumptuous lunch to treat her. 

The three children and the servant at home didn’t know the conflict between the two of 
them, and they all thought that Avery didn’t go home this week because of the Shea’s 
child. 

After all, this technology is relatively rare, and to ensure that everything goes smoothly, 
doctors will definitely need to maintain monitoring 24 hours a day. 

After lunch, Elliot took Avery upstairs. 

She had just eaten, and she couldn’t keep up with his pace. 

“I want to play with my son for a while…” Avery had already guessed in his mind what 
he wanted to do by taking her to the room in such a hurry. 
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Robert frowned as he watched his father pull his mother away. 

“Mom…” Robert pointed to the direction where Avery disappeared, pouted his mouth, 
and said to Mrs. Cooper, “I want to play with my mom…” 

 

“Your mom has worked hard outside for a while. She needs a good night’s sleep now, 
let’s not disturb her for a rest.” Mrs. Cooper led Robert to the living room, “When your 
mom is asleep, she will naturally come down to play with you.” 

The master bedroom. 

After everything was calm, Avery fell into a deep sleep. She hasn’t rested well for the 
past few days. 

In addition to the matter with Elliot that made her sleepless, she was also worried about 
Shea’s child. 

It was Avery who proposed to transplant the child into a nutrition bag. If something went 
wrong, she would definitely blame herself. 

However, Elliot opened his eyes and was not sleepy. He actually thought nothing of it, 
because Avery had already forgiven him. 



As long as he could keep his promise to her next, she won’t turned his back on him 
again. 

Just didn’t know why, his heart was pounding, breathing was a little difficult, as if 
someone was strangling his neck. 

He wondered why this strange feeling came about. 

The next day. 

Tammy called Avery. 

She wanted to go to the hospital and saw Shea’s child. 

Avery drove to Lynch’s house, picked up Tammy, and set off for the Third Hospital. 

Tammy’s stomach was getting bigger and bigger, and she had been banned from 
driving. 

In addition, she usually liked to play, and now in the third trimester of pregnancy, Mary 
was staring at her almost 24 hours a day, not letting her went out casually. 

After Tammy got into Avery’s car, she felt bitter: “I really don’t know what my mother 
thinks. She was not so nervous in the first three months of my pregnancy…” 

“Auntie in the first three months I’m also very nervous about you. Did you forget that you 
basically lay down at home for the first three months to rest?” Avery remembers it 
clearly. 

Tammy said with an ‘oh’: “At that time, my stomach didn’t bulge, and I could lie down on 
the bed. I really can’t stand it anymore! As long as I calm down, I will feel uncomfortable 
all over… Why don’t you let me go shopping and distract yourself.” 

Avery: “When I take you back later, I’ll persuade auntie. Exercise in moderation, and it 
will be easier to give birth when the time comes.” 

Tammy: “Let me have a caesarean section! Since I was pregnant, my mother has 
arranged it for me. She said that when she gave birth to me, at the strong request of my 
grandmother, she had to give birth naturally. As a result, my head was too big, She got 
stuck during the birth, which made her almost die in childbirth! As luck would have it, my 
daughter also has a big head.” 

Avery: “If your baby’s head circumference is too big, you should really choose a 
caesarean section.” 



Tammy: “So my mother asked me to stay at home. and she doesn’t let me run around. 
She thinks my health is too bad, if something happens at this time, the child will die, and 
one corpse and two lives will not be worth it.” 

Avery: “…” 

“Avery, you have to come and take me out to play often. Otherwise, I will really 
suffocate to death.” Tammy begged. 

Avery: “What about it?” 

“He’s been very busy with work recently. He failed to start a business before, and he 
went home to take over his father’s company, and he didn’t work very well. I didn’t 
expect that this year, the business would flourish.” Tammy is not an ignorant person, 
Now even if she is uncomfortable in the third trimester, she doesn’t have too much 
trouble with Jun. 

“You have been complaining before that you are not as accurate as Elliot, maybe he will 
be more powerful than Elliot in the future.” Avery boasted. 
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Tammy smiled, “Avery, if you really want to make me happy, please help me pray that 
my daughter is a beautiful woman. I know how much Jun is too! Even if he moves his 
luck in his next life, he will still be in this life. It’s impossible to surpass your husband. 
Now that I have a daughter, I don’t pay much attention to Jun.” 

Avery: “It’s good. I don’t want to put too much pressure on Jun.” 

 

Tammy complained, “Well… .I wanted to see Shea’s child a few days ago. But my 
mother wouldn’t let me. My mother felt that the nutrition bag would not work. She said 
that Shea’s child would not survive for a week after being transplanted…My mother’s 
concept is too outdated.” 

Avery: “Auntie’s worry is not unreasonable, because we are not sure. It’s just that 
compared to directly killing the child, now there is at least a chance.” 

“Well. You have been in the hospital for a week, is Elliot okay?” Tammy asked. 

Avery blushed slightly: “what can he have an opinion? I’m not hiding and playing alone.” 

Tammy: “You can lie to other people, can you lie to me? But I see how you look now, 
the two of you, reconciled again.” 



The two laughed and chatted all the way, and the car quickly arrived at the Third 
Hospital. 

….. 

Sterling Group. 

Elliot was talking with several executives about a new project, At this time the office 
door was suddenly pushed open. 

Ben Schaffer appeared in everyone’s sight. 

After several executives saw Ben Schaffer, they almost didn’t think about it. They all got 
up and withdrew. 

Because of Ben Schaffer’s expression, they were terrified. 

Seems like something big has happened. 

Elliot couldn’t help but stand up, walked to the door of the office, and closed the door. 

“Elliot, something happened to Rebecca.” Ben Schaffer held the phone tightly with a 
threatening expression on his face, “She called me just now, calling for help… I heard 
gunshots over the phone.” 

After Elliot heard his words, his body suddenly became cold: “Are you sure you heard 
gunshots?” 

“I’m not sure! I think I heard gunshots, maybe it was the sound of a crash… Anyway, it’s 
very Terrible voice! Rebecca called me for help. She called for help. I’m sure, she called 
me for help.” Ben Schaffer’s face turned blue and his body couldn’t stop shaking, “After I 
hang up, I will call again and no one answered…I have a very bad feeling…” 

If it is true as Ben Schaffer said, Rebecca has an accident, then Haze… Elliot 
immediately Go to the desk and pick up the phone. 

“Elliot, don’t worry.” Ben Schaffer suddenly calmed down a bit when he saw his solemn 
expression, “this may be Rebecca’s plan. She has never given up on you. Maybe this is 
a conspiracy she planned. I want to seduce you.” 

Elliot thought for a few seconds, then said, “I’ll call the Nick and let him come over to 
see it.” 

The guards, and they are all equipped with guns. Even if there are gangsters who are 
not afraid of death, they are not necessarily the opponents of professional bodyguards.” 
Ben Schaffer said this, and his mood was much relaxed. 



Elliot called Nick and asked him to visit Rebecca’s house now. 

Nick blamed him for disturbing his dreams, but he still promised to send someone to 
check it now. 

Elliot finished the phone call and waited stiffly for the result. 

Ben Schaffer continued to call Rebecca’s number over and over again. 

The phone was on, but no one answered. 

“Elliot, do you want to try calling her with your cell phone?” Ben Schaffer suggested. 

“If this is what she did, then she will definitely not answer my call. If she is really killed, it 
is even less likely that she will answer my call.” Elliot analyzed in a deep voice. 

“Hey…Although I feel that Rebecca is unlikely to have an accident, why am I so 
panicked? I don’t care about Rebecca’s life or death, I’m mainly worried about Haze.” 
Ben Schaffer shouted heavily. 
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Ben Schaffer’s words made Elliot even more uneasy. 

Why wasn’t he worried about Haze. 

Originally thought that Rebecca would take good care of Haze because Haze was 

her own flesh and blood. 

 

If Rebecca used Haze’s game this time, he would find a way to take Haze away 

from Yonroeville. 

But if Rebecca was killed… 

he dared not make this assumption. 

Rebecca can die, but Haze can’t! 



“Elliot, do you want to listen to the recording of the call?” Ben Schaffer had 

lingering fears, “I’m going to find someone to tune up the recording of the call 

between me and Rebecca just now. Because I’m not sure what the sound was at 

that time. “ 

Elliot looked up at him: “Tune in!” 

“Well.” Ben Schaffer stepped aside and made another call. 

Elliot glanced at the time. 

It takes half an hour to drive from the Nick’s house to where Rebecca lives. 

It’s only been five minutes… 

Ben Schaffer finished the phone call, took a cup of water, took a glass of water, 

and gulped it down. 

The atmosphere in the office became quiet and eerie. 

None of them spoke, they were all waiting for a reply. 

About ten minutes later, Ben Schaffer received a reply. 

The recording of his phone call with Rebecca has now been sent to his cell 

phone. 

He walked up to Elliot and planned to listen with Elliot. 

With trembling fingers, he pressed the play button, and Rebecca’s voice suddenly 

came: Ben Schaffer, help… help me! 

Rebecca’s voice was sharp and shrill, and along with her cry, there were other 

voices. 



“Immediately! There will be a loud noise soon.” Ben Schaffer’s face turned pale, 

reminding Elliot. 

Not long after he finished speaking, a loud ‘bang’ came. 

This was the sound of gunfire. 

“It’s the sound of gunshots. Elliot, did you hear it? It’s really the sound of 

gunshots!” Ben Schaffer’s body trembled, “I don’t think it was an act. Her screams 

sounded weird… If it’s acting, then she can become an actress!” 

Ben Schaffer’s voice was settled again, and Rebecca’s heavy and frightened 

breathing came clearly… along with the baby’s cry Voice. 

“It’s Haze’s cry.. It’s Haze..!” Ben Schaffer had seen Haze and heard Haze’s cry, so 

he heard it right away. 

When Rebecca called him at that time, he didn’t notice Haze’s cry because of 

Rebecca’s messy voice and Rebecca’s cry for help. 

Hearing Haze’s cry now, his sanity suddenly disappeared. 

Elliot’s mood was more depressed than Ben Schaffer! 

Ben Schaffer asked Elliot to call Rebecca just now, but he didn’t call. Now that he 

listened to the recording of the call, he couldn’t hold back his breath. 

Elliot dialed Rebecca’s number. The phone was on, but no one answered. 

 


